
Sunday morning in Cape Town...lovely Summer’s day...I’ll just leave this sentence up here for a week or two...it’s been 
blastingly hot in Newlands….and this sentence is still here and it’s a hot Summer….still. 
 
Now that the negotiation book is done it’s time to do the same for the Sales Tips and I’m working on that one.  I’m also 
looking at organising some public courses here in Cape Town.  I already run some in Bangkok and the material is pretty 
much off the shelf.  The issue with a public course is marketing and administration.  Nonetheless it’s worth a go so I’ll 
get a date just after Easter and we can see what transpires.  If it’s a success then I’ll try to build a series of commercial 
training opportunities. 
 
This is the last week of the coaching offer.  Remember $49.95 buys you 500 Negotiation Tips and a chance to spend a 
session with me discussing an issue of importance to you.  In the true spirit of the Standing Room Only tactic you have 
just one week to respond. 
 
Super 15 Rugby starts next weekend and then it’s the  Cricket ODI World Cup.  Never a dull moment for a sport’s 
fan...and Arsenal are playing  Barcelona on Wednesday and if that doesn’t excite you then you’re no sports fan...that’s 
for sure. 
 
Good luck to all our Egyptian readers.  We’ve got friends in both Tunis and Cairo as we wonder who’s next for the chop.  
Reminds you what the crowd did to Mussolini and then to Ceausescu.  You can’t argue with a million people on the 
streets...and the Chinese government might like to bear that thought in mind. 
 
Enjoy your week... 
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Value creating reading for business professionals 

February 13th 2011 

This week we used, read, visited, played with... 

I met a guy this week who is keen to look at the video element in training and I shared my negotiation material with him.  

I’m developing an online capability and it may be that there’s some synergy to be created by adding a video element.   

We’ll see how that develops. 

Am finishing Tim Butcher’s book: “ Chasing the Devil.”  I knew I’d enjoy it and it’s a very fine read and complements his 

first book.  If you’d like to get to know more about Africa...the Congo and Sierra Leone/Liberia then you could hardly find 

better reading. 

 

 

(02-09) 05:35 PST CLEVELAND, CA (AP) -- 

At least three jurors in Cleveland say the evidence was so thin against a man jailed for weeks in an assault case that 

they want to give him their juror pay. 

The jury quickly acquitted 19-year-old Demrick McCloud on Friday. He'd been charged with leading other teens to beat 
a high school student and threaten him with a gun on Oct. 13. McCloud was arrested that day and held in jail until the 
trial. 

The three jurors tell The Plain Dealer newspaper there was a "sheer lack of evidence," so they'll each give McCloud the 

$100 they were paid for jury service if he earns a high school equivalency degree. 

A prosecutor's spokesman maintains in a statement that the victim was steadfast in identifying McCloud as an attacker. 

Searching for value 

http://topics.sfgate.com/topics/The_Plain_Dealer_%28newspaper%29
http://www.fastpencil.com/publications/1220-Negotiate-For-Value
http://www.ashgate.com/default.aspx?page=637&calcTitle=1&title_id=6828&edition_id=9707
http://www.ashgate.com/default.aspx?page=637&calcTitle=1&title_id=3339&edition_id=5493
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Violinist or conductor? 

Many of the skills that make sales people successful and exactly the same skills that will 
handicap them from becoming a successful Key Account Manager (KAM). 
 
Sales people are notoriously independent and are hunters...in music they’d be soloist 
violinists. 
 
KAMs are more interested in managing the whole process of client/supplier interaction and 
this definitely makes them more of a orchestra conductor. 
 
I knew a very successful KAM who hadn’t sold anything for over a year.  His job wasn’t trying 
to nail down the client to a new purchase but to manage the profitability and the business 
relationship across the whole spectrum of business activity. 
 
Selling is a tough job and often attracts people with a tactical, transactional bias.  KAM is 
very much a strategic job and requires a very different skill set. 
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Easy stuff first 

If you’re entering a complex negotiation and one that is likely to be difficult it is often helpful to try 
to get some agreement on the simple stuff first. 
 
This helps create a sense of agreement and also generates a momentum in the negotiation.  If 
you can’t even agree on the sandwiches for lunch then you can rest assured that the payment 
terms are not going to be any easier. 
 
Don’t sweat the small stuff.  If you make a concession on a comparatively trivial issue up front you 
can always regain the dollars conceded when you’re talking about much larger and more dollar 
rich variables later on. 
 
Nobody enjoys deadlock.  If you know that there’s likely to be some disagreement down the 
path...then leave it down the path.  If you tackle the hard stuff first then you’ll find that you lock up 
without a single thing being agreed and a walk away mind set may have been created in the first 
few minutes. 
 
Keep it friendly and positive...or to use some old jargon...warm and assertive. 
 
 


